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Cities, towns,
(and often very wet!) countryside

The first Scottish Parliament since 1707
was convened on 12 May 1999
There are 129 Members of the Scottish Parliament (MSPs)
How will we keep them focused on the important things?

Culture, heritage, industry and
history (some of it is even real!)

Lecture outline
The school of the future …?
Outdoor Learning – A Rationale
Policy Developments in Outdoor Learning
Outdoor Learning and Sustainability
Policy Developments in Learning for Sustainability
Supporting teachers
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A child born today (in the ‘developed world’) stands a
good chance of living to the turn of the century
… What will they see in their lifetime?
… And how should we prepare them for this future?

The school of the future …?

What will be the key issues for society in the future?

What will be the key issues for a school of the future?
Literacy
Numeracy
Health & Wellbeing
Academic subjects –
‘AVainment’ &
‘Achievement’

Uncertainty
Complexity
Interdisciplinarity
Social change
PoliNcal change
DigitalisaNon –
ArNﬁcial Intelligence

Diet & Obesity

Social Media

Mental health
-especially 13-25 year-olds

‘Wicked issues’
e.g. Sustainability
Climate Change
‘Fake News’

En l’an 2000 … learning will be effortless!

‘The past is unpredictable’ – Russian Proverb

One of a series of postcards created by French artist Villemard
in 1910 called “Utopie” – predictions for the year 2000
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How do you access the world’s knowledge?

What knowledge interests young people?

• What is the world’s largest rodent?

• What is the world’s largest rodent?

• How many compositions did J S Bach write?

• How many compositions did J S Bach write?

• What are the key ingredients of whisky?

• What are the key ingredients of whisky?

• Most serious threats from antibiotic resistance?

• Most serious threats from antibiotic resistance?

• What is the equation for the gravitational constant?

• What is the equation for the gravitational constant?

• What is the best mobile phone deal in Chile?

• What is the best mobile phone deal in Chile?

• Who is selling your electronic profile & to whom?

• Who is selling your electronic profile & to whom?

Skills or subjects …?
Reading, Writing & Arithmetic

Will the teacher of the future teach subjects at all?
Finland’s Schools: subjects supported by interdisciplinary
topics as country reforms its educaAon system

Some Propositions
• The education systems of the world will
have to adapt to prepare us to deal with
complexity, uncertainty and change.
• Learners will need to be prepared in terms
of knowledge and skills, critical awareness,
attitudes, personal and social qualities, and
above all, the capacity to continue to
learn.

Irmeli Halinen- on rebuilding the Finnish Education System
https://media.ed.ac.uk/media/Irmeli+Halinen
%7C+How+Finland+Reformed+It's+Curriculum+A+Quality+Education+And+A+Su
stainable+Future/1_qiv3kewj
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Education is a social process. Education is
growth. Education is not a preparation for
life; education is life itself.

If education is life itself …
… what should be at the core of our knowledge?
… and what does this mean for education?

John Dewey (1859-1952)
American philosopher,
psychologist and
educational reformer

Education for life itself …

Education for life itself …

• Understand how we are all dependent on planetary
systems – a part of rather than apart from the
environment.
• Develop respect for self, others (current and
future generations; other species) and the
environment

• Understand how we are all dependent on planetary
systems – a part of rather than
apart from the environment.
• Develop respect for self, others (current and future
generations; other species) and the environment
• Be confident in critique – of everything!
• Learn how to deal with complexity and change
… and to do so with realism and optimism
• Learn how to contribute to our own development
• Endeavour to pass on a lasting positive legacy
to future generations

Why outdoors?

Outdoor Learning - a raNonale
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Young people value (outdoor)
experiences that …

What is the value of outdoor
learning to young people?

• are fun or enjoyable, often involving doing something new
and doing activities that engage the senses;
• leave them feeling uninhibited: being free’, outdoors,
setting their own agenda, not being rushed, being close to
nature;
• feel authentic i.e. hands-on nature of practical activity,
encounters with animals, being exposed to the effects of the
weather and not always knowing what will happen next.
What young people value in outdoor experiences depends
on the way three dimensions interact: the context/place,
the activity itself and the social aspect.
(Mannion et al, 2007)

Mapping these onto a philosophical
model of outdoor learning …

Outdoor Learning – in, about, through and for
the natural world
Adventure sport
Outdoor recreaAon
Adventure tourism
Physical acAvity
Life-long acAvity

Environmental/
Sustainability
Education

Outdoor Activities/
Physical Skills

Activity

Outdoor
AcAviAes

Place

Outdoor
Learning

Outdoor
Learning

People

Health and Wellbeing

Personal &
Social
EducaAon

Personal & Social
Development/
Citizenship

Outdoor learning – the school as centre
of the community – ‘concentric circles’ model
(Nicol, 2001; Higgins & Nicol, 2002)

Environmental
EducaAon

Studies of ecology/
biodiversity/planetary
systems/Earth sciences
Global ciAzenship
Awareness of local area
Cultural landscape
Ecotourism
Sustainability educaAon

Self-awareness
Self-conﬁdence
Social development
Interpersonal skills
ResidenAal living

Learning outdoors boosts educaNonal aVainment
Recent ScoXsh Research
•

In a 12-week programme (two hours per week) with 80% delivery in school
grounds, children gained on average six months of mental arithmeNc and two
months of general maths against a similar cohort of children within control
schools.

•

Study of 150 secondary geography and mathemaAcs pupils demonstrated that
outdoor learning provides opportuniAes for pupils to guide their own learning,
and develop criNcal thinking skills. Teachers conﬁrmed this and acknowledged
this was diﬃcult to do ‘in class’.

•

A study of young people with AddiNonal Support Needs showed that during and
a^er an outdoor sessions the majority demonstrated improved behaviour,
a_enAveness and sleep pa_erns.
Higgins, Thompson & Rawcliﬀe (2018)
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Learning outdoors boosts educaNonal aVainment

Learning outdoors boosts educaNonal aVainment

University of Edinburgh ‘Research into Ac/on Brieﬁng’

Do Lessons in Nature Boost Subsequent Classroom
Engagement? Refueling Students in Flight?

Structured outdoor learning:
• facilitates children’s development in school grounds, local areas and on
residenAal courses;
• supports learning in all aspects of the school curriculum from 3 to 18;
• provides opportuniAes for pupils to guide their own learning and develop criNcal
thinking skills in ways elusive in the classroom;
• raises children’s awareness of environmental and sustainability issues, resulAng
in understanding and promoAng an ethic of care for our planet (directly linked
with the concept of ‘learning for sustainability’); and
• has direct health and wellbeing beneﬁts.

Classroom engagement was signiﬁcantly beVer aZer lessons in nature than a^er
their matched counterparts for four of the ﬁve measures developed for the study.
A^er replicaAng these comparisons over 10 diﬀerent topics and weeks in the school
year, this ‘nature advantage’ held across diﬀerent teachers, and held equally over
the iniAal and ﬁnal ﬁve weeks of lessons.
Kuo, M., Browning, M. and Penner, M. (2017)

All of this leads to high rates of ‘enhancement of challenge, enjoyment,
personalisaAon, relevance, breadth and progression’ of learning.
ChrisAe & Higgins (2012)

.
Policy Developments in Outdoor
Learning in Scotland

… Implemented in 2010

Curriculum for Excellence and outdoor learning
• CfE emphasises that schools should focus on the
development of students’ personal capacities that
will be valuable throughout life.
• CfE challenges the ‘current emphasis in
disciplinary specialism’ and aims ‘to reduce the
amount of de-contextualised subject content, and
to promote real world experience’ (Beames et al,
2009, p. 42)
• It is ‘hard to reconcile this with timetabled, indoor,
subject-based, textbook classes’ (p. 42). (Beames
et al, 2009, p. 42)

A specific Scottish Government policy
document on teaching the curriculum outdoors
“The journey through education for
any child in Scotland must include
opportunities for a series of
planned, quality outdoor learning
experiences.”
Learning & Teaching Scotland 2010 p. 5
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Outdoor Nurseries Outdoor learning in the early
years

Why outdoors?

ScoXsh Government Funding - £860,000
Announced 2018

“The signiﬁcant expansion of funded early
learning and childcare gives us the perfect
opportunity to deﬁne the type of experience
we want to oﬀer our children during their
early years. That is why we are commijng
more than £860,000 to increase the use of
outdoor learning, to ensure it becomes a
deﬁning feature of childhood in Scotland.”
Minister for Childcare and Early Years
(Maree Todd)
Supported by Chief Medical Oﬃcer for
Scotland

Why indoors?

Outdoor Learning and Sustainability

Asking this question has had a significant role in changing perceptions

There are many ‘people issues’ that are not sustainability issues,
but there are no ‘sustainability issues’ that are not people issues

There is no Plan B because there is no Planet B
Ban Ki Moon, UN Secretary-General
November 2014
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Connection, Consequence and
an ethic of Care

Traditional focus of sustainability education

Social

Cultural

To People
To Place

Complexity
Scientific

Education for
Sustainable
Development

Connection

Environmental

To Planet

Global
Citizenship
Self

Others

Individual

Care
Environment

Societal
Political

Consequences
(of Actions)

Environmental

Rights
Multinational

Citizenship
(Active)
Responsibilities

Higgins, 1996 & 2009

Outdoor Learning can help young
people engage with biodiversity and
understand and care about complex
issues – e.g. ‘ecosystem services’,
sustainability & climate change.

Nature as friend
or family …

(Christie & Higgins, 2012)

With thanks to Peter MarNn

Sustainability education with outdoor learning –
Learning for Sustainability

World Scientists’ Warning to Humanity: A Second Notice.
Ripple et al. and over 15,000 signatories from 180 countries
(2017). BioScience.
13 examples of diverse and effective steps humanity can take to
transition to sustainability:

Education for
Sustainable
Development

Global
Citizenship
Learning for
sustainability

5 relate directly to biodiversity, habitat restoration etc.
2 relate to diet and food waste etc.
2 relate to population growth and birth control;
2 relate to economy and investment
1 relates to phasing out fossil fuels and adopting renewable
technologies
• 1 relates to education … What do you think that might be?
•
•
•
•
•

Outdoor
Learning
(in nature)
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World Scientists’ Warning to Humanity: A Second Notice.
Ripple et al. and over 15,000 signatories from 180 countries
(2017). BioScience.
13 examples of diverse and effective steps humanity can take to
transition to sustainability:
5 relate directly to biodiversity, habitat restoration etc.
2 relate to diet and food waste etc.
2 relate to population growth and birth control;
2 relate to economy and investment
1 relates to phasing out fossil fuels and adopting renewable
technologies
• 1 relates to education …
•
•
•
•
•

Policy development: Learning for Sustainability

… increasing outdoor nature education for children as
well as the overall engagement of society in the
appreciation of nature

LEARNING FOR SUSTAINABILITY
The report of the One Planet Schools Working Group

General Teaching
Council – Professional
Standards
(Values, Leadership,
Sustainability

UN University
Regional Centre of
ExperNse in ESD for
Scotland

One Planet Schools –
Ministerial Advisory
Group
(Learning for
Sustainability Report)

Non-Governmental
OrganisaNons (NGOs),
Non-Departmental
Government Bodies
(NDGBs), ChariNes

Higher EducaNon –
role of universiNes
and colleges

Learning for
Sustainability
developments:
2011-17

!

23 November 2012

Definitions …
The members of the Working Group agreed on the term
learning for sustainability as it was closest to the remit of the
Working Group, and this is the term used by the General
Teaching Council in the revised Professional Standards for
teachers:
… a whole school approach that enables the school and its
wider community to build the values, attitudes,
knowledge, skills and confidence needed to develop
practices and take decisions which are compatible with a
sustainable and more equitable future.

Education for Sustainable Development, Global
Citizenship and Outdoor Learning …

Education for
Sustainable
Development

Global
Citizenship
Learning for
sustainability

Outdoor
Learning
(in nature)
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One Planet Schools Ministerial Advisory Group
Five Key Recommendations
1. All learners should have an entitlement to Learning
for Sustainability;
2. Every practitioner, school and education leader
should demonstrate Learning for Sustainability in
their practice;
3. Every school should have a whole school approach
to Learning for Sustainability that is robust,
demonstrable, evaluated and supported by
leadership at all levels;
4. School buildings, grounds and policies should
support Learning for Sustainability;
5. There should be a strategic national approach to
supporting Learning for Sustainability
Scottish Ministers accepted all 31 recommendations
in March 2013

The General Teaching Council for Scotland
Professional Standards for Teachers

Leadership

Values

Learning for
Sustainability
“Valuing as well as respecting
social, cultural and ecological
diversity and promoting the
principles and practices of local and
global citizenship for all learners.”

United Nations:
Sustainable Development Goals

SDG goal 4.7
By 2030, ensure that all learners acquire the knowledge and skills needed
to promote sustainable development, including, among others, through
educaAon for sustainable development and sustainable lifestyles, human
rights, gender equality, promoAon of a culture of peace and non-violence,
global ciAzenship and appreciaAon of cultural diversity and of culture’s
contribuAon to sustainable development.

Final report of the Scottish
Government LfS Implementation
Group
• Progress on the thirty-one
recommendations of the ‘Learning
for Sustainability’ report
• Links LfS and the UN SDGs as a
direction for further policy
development to 2030.
• Accepted in full in March 2016 by
three Scottish Ministers:
Education, Sciences and
Scotland’s Languages
Environment, Climate Change
& Land Reform
International Development and
Europe
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CONVERSATIONS ABOUT LEARNING FOR
SUSTAINABILITY

Pupils in these schools showed:
• enhanced learning, motivation, readiness to
learn;
• development of skills for life, learning & work;
• increases in confidence;
• improved reputation & standing of the
establishments in their communities;
• improved staff morale, wellbeing,
motivation;
• enriched ethos of school & improvements to
community spirit.

Image © copyright

A report for UNESCO to mark the end of the
UN Decade of ESD (October 2014)
A study of 20 case-study schools (all types) that
commit to LfS/Outdoor Learning. Explores
associations between these schools and
improved measures of attainment.

62

The contributions of Education for Sustainable
Development to ‘quality education’ (UNESCO)
• Education is more effective when global
and local sustainability issues are
integrated throughout the curriculum.
• When curricula are delivered in local
social, economic, and environmental
contexts, traditional learning outcomes
are maintained or even heightened
while additional, enhanced, and
transformational learning occurs to both
primary and secondary students.
• All of these attributes coincide with
higher order skill levels in the PISA
tests.
• ESD and PISA are synergistic in many
ways.

The Three Hs
Education for Heart, Hand & Head

Support for teachers in Outdoor
Learning & Learning for Sustainability

UN Regional Centre of Expertise on ESD for Scotland
‘Learning for Sustainability Scotland’
• Established 2012
• Scottish Government support
• Scottish Universities and Colleges
support
• Voluntary Sector support
• Key focus is on community
involvement; more so than formal
education
• Along with other NGOs and NDGBs
- a key means of delivering
Government LfS objectives
• Located at the University of
Edinburgh

(‘for in that order they develop’ - Geddes, 1919)

http://learningforsustainabilityscotland.org/
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OUTDOOR JOURNEYS
An approach to local outdoor learning
Simon Beames, University of Edinburgh

WWW.OUTDOORJOURNEYS.ORG.UK

A useful text?
Learning for Sustainability

“To be honest, and
I don’t want to hurt
your feelings, but I
started reading this
and I stopped after
the first paragraph
– it was boring”
Ella Higgins (aged 11)

Research into AcNon Brieﬁng No. 2
The Impact of ‘Outdoor Learning’ on ‘Learning for
Sustainability’ in schools
Context
One of the deﬁning characterisAcs of the Scojsh
concept of ‘Learning for Sustainability’ (LfS) is that it
brings together ‘tradiAonal’ approaches (Sustainable
Development EducaAon, Global CiAzenship) with
Outdoor Learning (speciﬁcally immersive/sensiAsing
experiences of the natural world). This brieﬁng draws
upon research that led to the ‘LfS concept’ and other
subsequent research and reviews. The inclusion of
outdoor learning as a key element with the speciﬁc
intenAon of contribuAng to understanding of
sustainability and behavioral change is rare and possibly
unique internaAonally, certainly in an educaAon policy
context, and warrants some discussion.
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Strong
research &
conceptual
frame
United
Nations
Centre for
ESD
(LfSS)

Audit
tools – for
schools

International
Policies
(UNESCO etc.)

National
Education
Policy

Initial
teacher
education

Sustainability
& Outdoor
Learning:
building a web
of support

Selfreflection
tools for
TEIs
‘Education
Scotland’ –
advisory &
inspection

Career-long
professional
learning
(school
leaders)

Teacher
registration
(GTCS)

Career-long
professional
learning
(teachers)

BriAsh Council
Funded CPD
Courses
(UofE + LfSS)

“Those who can do, those who can't teach.”
George Bernard Shaw (1856-1900))

Never doubt that a small group of thoughtful, committed
citizens can change the world.
Indeed, it is the only thing that ever has.
Margaret Mead (1901-1978)

The goal of education is to form the citizen. The citizen is
a person who, if need be, can re-found his civilisation.
Eugen Rosenstock-Huessy (1888-1973))

The goal of education is to form the citizen. The citizen is
a person who, if need be, can re-found his civilisation.
Eugen Rosenstock-Huessy (1888-1973))

Learning for Sustainability in Scotland:
origins, purpose and prospects

Peter Higgins
Moray House School of Education
University of Edinburgh
pete.higgins@ed.ac.uk
April 2018
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